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ТЕЗИСЫ ДОКЛАДОВ/ABSTRACTS
ФАКУЛЬТЕТ ПОЛИТОЛОГИИ/ FACULTY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NOTHERN IRELAND
1. Akhmedov Nikolai/ Ахмедов Николай, Scheglova Iana/ Щеглова Яна
Faculty of Political Science, 1nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студенты, 1 курс
Scotland as a part of the UK/ Шотландия как часть Соединенного Королевства.
This report has the aim to examine more than 300-year history of the UK-Edinburgh relations. Not
only is Scotland the embodiment of freedom, determination and recalcitrance, it is also the second
largest part of the UK, the oldest state in the British Isles, the largest oil reserve in the European
Union. So the question that arises nowadays is whether Scotland should remain a part of the UK
or become an independent country with its own policy and government.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
2. Bazhenova Renata / Баженова Рената
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
The Pre-Raphaelite art movement in England: the connection between art and philosophy/
Английское движение прерафаэлитов: связь искусства и философии
The article is devoted to the analysis of the Pre-Raphaelite art movement in the context of the antiVictorian reaction in the British culture of the second half of the 19th century. The genesis of the
movement, the specific phases of its development and its influence on European art culture of the
end of the 19th – early 20th centuries are contemplated upon in the article. The special attention is
paid to the analysis of the counter-culture philosophy component of the Pre-Raphaelite movement
and its reflection in utopian theoretical work ‘News from Nowhere’ of William Morris. He is
recognised as one of the most significant cultural figures of Victorian Britain: though best known
in his lifetime as a poet and social activist, he posthumously became better known for his designs.
Ведущий преподаватель: Егорова Елена Геннадьевна, Криштоф Елена Михайловна
3. Bondareva Anna/ Бондарева Анна
Факультет политологии, студентка, бакалавриат 3 курс/ Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year
student
The Troubles/ Англо-ирландский конфликт
Vsevolod Ovchinnikov visited Northern Ireland in the 1970s and described his impressions in the
article “Much-suffering Island”. The author narrated about the historical reasons of Anglo-Irish
animosity, the development of the conflict during the last century and concluded that life in Belfast
went on “on the verge of death”. The aim of my research is to analyze how the situation has
changed after the signing of The Good Friday Agreement in 1998 and to compare political
environment in the region in the late 20th century and nowadays.
Ведущий преподаватель: Криштоф Елена Михайловна

4. Зайцев Александр/ Zaytsev Alexander, Тарасов Илья /Tarasov Ilia
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студенты, 2 курс
Забытые уроки истории: У. Черчилль и послевоенный мир/ Forgotten the lessons of
history: Winston Churchill and the postwar world.
This work represents a brief analysis of the activities of the former British Prime Minister, Sir
Winston Churchill on the basis of the Fulton speech and events in Coventry. It gives a brief
description of the "Cold war" as a historical fact, and shows the relevance of some of the quotes
from his speech in the modern world. Much attention is paid to the relations of the Anglo-Saxon
world and the Soviet Union (Russia).
Ведущий преподаватель: Криштоф Елена Михайловна
5. Katkov Ilya/ Катков Илья
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 1 курс
To the question of the history of England-Scotland relations/ Проблема исторических
взаимоотношений Англии и Шотландии
The relations between England and Scotland has been one of the most difficult political issues of
the contemporary United Kingdom. From the ancient times, Scottish people were fighting the
British state for their freedom and independence. During almost 500 years of continuous clashes
Scottish independence was recognized several times. In 1603 after the death of Elizabeth I England
and Scotland were united under personal union of the Scottish king James VI, but each party
retained its own parliament and government. In 1997 at the initiative of the labour government of
Tony Blair, a referendum was held on the question of the national Parliament of Scotland.
Although, the question of the independence of this part of the United Kingdom still remains
unsettled.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
6. Mironova Olga/ Миронова Ольга
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
Contribution of Great Britain to the musical culture of twentieth century/ Вклад
Великобритании в музыкальную культуру XX века.
It is clear that the culture of Great Britain is rich enough to influence the global culture. The
musical culture is not an exception. English musicians created masterpieces for centuries and their
compositions can excite listeners until nowadays. The twentieth century had a boom-effect: the
UK gave us "The Beatles", "Rolling Stones", "Pink Floyd", etc. This research is to understand the
character of the contribution of these musicians to the global culture.
Ведущий преподаватель: Егорова Елена Геннадьевна и Криштоф Елена Михайловна
7. Revazashvili Grigory/ Ревазашвили Григорий
Faculty of Political Science, 4th year student/ Факультет политологии, 4 курс
Brexit and rise of right-wing movements as tools of EU collapse/ Брексит и рост влияния
правых сил как инструменты распада Европейского Союза
This presentation will be devoted to the analysis of Brexit and right-wing movements as factors of
possible collapse of the EU. It will start with the observation of views of British politicians about
the process of Brexit and the draft of the future relations with the EU. It will also make an emphasis
on the programs of right-wing movements in France, Germany and Netherlands. Finally, it will
touch the question of the most possible scenario of the three ones, which will be expected in 20
years.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Евгений Михайлович.

8. Sadov Vladislav / Садов Владислав
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 2 курс
Alternative history: The UK without Protestantism / Альтернативная история:
Соединенные королевства без протестантизма
In my research the alternative scenario of the UK history from XVI century to nowadays will be
presented. The main historical events such as English revolution, colonial expansion, internal
conflicts and others are to be reviewed. And, as a result, we will know, how cardinally the decision
of Henry VIII changed the history of the UK and the world.
Ведущие преподаватели: Егорова Е.Г.; Криштоф Е.М.
9. Filyaeva Alina/ Филяева Алина
Faculty of Political Science, 1 year student (Master) / Факультет политологии, студентка 1
курса (магистратуры)
Modern separatist movements in the United Kingdom / Современные сепаратистские
движения в Великобритании
Nowadays one of the most serious threats, which Europe faces, is growing separatist movement in
its member states, particularly in the United Kingdom. The Scottish independence referendum that
took place on September 18, 2014 ended with the defeat of the separatists. However, prior to this
fall separatism had grown strong again in different regions of the United Kingdom, and now, after
the “Brexit”, Britain faces a new wave of separatism.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
10. Firsanov Danil / Фирсанов Данил
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 1 курс
The Ulster question through a political prism/ Ольстерский вопрос через призму
политики
Every state has to be powerful in order to defend its interests in the sphere of international relations.
Both internal and external events do influence any state’s stability. In this respect, the United
Kingdom is no exception. The Ulster question for the United Kingdom is a typical example of
such inner impact. Events, which took place in this region during the XX century, had a great
influence on the United Kingdom as a whole, its structure, domestic and foreign policy. Therefore,
the main purpose of this research is to highlight the most important aspects of this movement.
Ведущий преподаватель: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна
11. Чепурина Эмилия/ Chepurina Emilia
Студентка 2 курса бакалавриата, ф-та политологии/ 2nd year student, bachelor, Faculty of
Political Science
The image of the United Kingdom for the Soviet people and for us/ Образ Великобритании
для советского человека и для нас
In my report, I would like to compare the image of England described in the book "Roots of Oak"
by Vsevolod Ovchinnikov (Soviet journalist and traveler) with a modern outlook on the country,
observe the changes and the reasons why they occurred.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.

12. Shabelnikova Margarita/ Шабельникова Маргарита
Faculty of Political Science, 3 year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Mary Wollstonecraft and women’s power/ Мери Уоллстонкрафт о женской доле
The British writer Mary Wollstonecraft lived in the XVIII century and left a deep trail in the history
of the world feminism. Her works became the basis for this social and political movement and
produced an imposing influence on its development. She was obviously gifted and her talent
widely spread through the English literature. Mary was one of the most influential philosophers of
her time. Nowadays it seems to be very important to come back through the centuries and look
into the history and into the very beginning of the notion of feminism using the works of one of
its ideological founders.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
13. Эдемов Айдер/ Edemov Aider
Студент 2 курса (бакалавриат) факультета политологии/ 2nd year bachelor student, Faculty of
Political Science
Analysis of British Brexit / Анализ «Брексита» Великобритании
Today one of the most important questions in political agenda of Great Britain is Brexit. I want to
make a review of the course of this procedure: its background, reasons, and mark the main pros
and cons of Brexit that will influence life of not only citizens of the United Kingdom but many
other nations. Analysis can help people understand this problem in outline.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Елена Павловна

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1. Arman Abramyan/ Арман Абрамян
Faculty of Political Science, 1 year master’s department student/ Факультет политологии,
студент, 1 курс магистратуры
Ideologies in the modern political process of the US / Идеологии в современном
политическом процессе США
Some scientists share an opinion that the United States of America is one of the largest and most
powerful countries on the face of the Earth. However, some research has revealed that the country
is not as united, as it seems to be. What are the main lines of division on the American political
landscape right now? This project is an attempt to shed some light on this complicated and
disputable issue.
Ведущий преподаватель: Полина Игоревна Сергиенко
2. Vukolov Alexander/ Вуколов Александр
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 2 курс
The evolution of the U.S. foreign policy doctrines: from J. Monroe to D. J. Trump/
Эволюция внешнеполитических доктрин США: от Дж. Монро до Д. Трампа
Since the sovereign American state’s birth, its political leaders have always been striving to
elaborate the specific complex of principles that could shape the long-term policy towards the Old
World and adjacent countries. My research aims to reveal the development of the most influential
belief systems of the U.S. external policy starting with the Monroe Doctrine and try to forecast the
possible shift connected with Donald Trump taking office.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна

3. Goncharenko Yan/ Гончаренко Ян
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 3 курс
Who is Mr Trump: post-truth or the well forgotten old?/ Кто такой господин Трамп:
постправда или хорошо забытое старое?
On November 8, 2016, Donald John Trump was elected the 45th President of the USA. He has been
criticized by his opponents in the country and abroad as a promoter of post-truth politics, connected
with disregard of facts, for xenophobia and ignorance. His relations with the richest people in the
USA are tense. However, obviously, Trump’s ideas are not new and have existed for centuries.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
4. Demchenko Oksana/ Демченко Оксана
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student Master/Факультет политологии, 1 курс
магистратуры
The principles of the Technology Transfer in the United States. Laws and Policy/ Принципы
трансфера технологий в Соединенных Штатах Америки. Законы и политика
Technology progress is bringing new ways of development and proliferation of new ideas into
science and market. Bringing technologies to the marketplace is known as “technology transfer”.
It includes universities, labs, companies, different types of funds and the government. This report
tells about International technology standards and American transfer policy, laws and patent
policy.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
5. Egorov Stanislav/ Егоров Станислав
Faculty of Political Science, 1nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 1 курс
Different countries – different culture: comparison of everyday life in the USA and Russia/
Разные страны - разные культуры, сравнение обыденной жизни в США и России
In my work I am going to show the difference between ordinary life in Russia and in the USA,
such as education system, healthcare etc. Also, my goal is to demonstrate what we have in
common.
Ведущий преподаватель: Криштоф Е.М.
6. Eremin Vladislav/ Еремин Владислав
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 1 курс
The Perspective of US-Russia relations/ Перспектива развития отношений между
Россией и США
International relations between Russia and the USA have worsened during the last 5 – 7 years. A
big question arises what awaits the relations between Russia and the USA? Some theorists argue,
if it is possible to find common ground after Trump got the power and became the president of the
USA. Others proclaim that his statements and promises are just empty rhetoric. What do political
scientists think about the future of the relations between Russia and the USA? What will happen
next and what should we expect: intensification of international cooperation between the countries
or a renewal of the Cold War?
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна

7. Zotova Ekaterina/ Зотова Екатерина
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
The life and destiny of “young” America in the works of Allen Ginsberg/ Жизнь и судьба
молодой Америки в работах Аллена Гинсберга
The pop culture of the middle of the twentieth century has given us dozens of famous individuals
who created priceless pieces of art. Their works reflect the complicated nature of a human soul
and the reality our souls live in. Both the reality and the spirit of social life was interesting enough.
The aim of my research is to find out what the mid-20th century American society looked like, how
it lived and how it felt in the eyes of the great man of art - Allen Ginsberg - who is famous for his
unpredictable and soul-catching images of the American reality of those days.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
8. Kononenko Oleg, Maksimovich Maria / Кононенко Олег, Максимович Мария
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students / Факультет политологии, студенты, второй курс
The immigration system of English-speaking countries (Canada, USA, Australia) /
Программы иммиграции в англоговорящих странах (Канада, США, Австралия)
The problem of immigration is very relevant in contemporary world. A lot of people, especially
students, are trying to find some way for some reasons to escape their home country and go abroad
to work, study or just to find a better place for living. We would like to tell about the programs
created by host countries for future immigrants.
Ведущие преподаватели: Елена Геннадьевна Егорова, Елена Михайловна Криштоф
9. Koryakovskaya Victoria / Коряковская Виктория
Faculty of Political Science, 3nd year student / Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
The evolution of the «war» concept in the USA National Security Strategy / Эволюция
концепции «войны» в Стратегии Национальной Безопасности США
The phenomenon of war is illustrated in many scientific works but it tends to change. The war has
gradually developed from the so-called traditional war, described by Lao Tzu and Carl von
Clausewitz, to a hybrid war (untraditional). In practical dimension, this evolution is noticeable in
the USA national security doctrines regarding such notions as national interests, threats and
challenges to national security.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
10. Laguzova Maria/ Лагузова Мария
Faculty of Political Science, 3nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Donald Tramp – The President of the USA: The first results / Дональд Трамп – Президент
США: первые итоги
January 20, 2017 there was a ceremony of inauguration of the 45th President. The drastic actions
during the recent presidential campaign, protests of democrats show a deep split in the American
society. Political elite does not want to accept the choice of American electorate. There are a lot
of protests in the streets, publications with harsh critics of Donald Tramp by some celebrities and
politicians in mass media and a number of other facts witness riotous processes within the USA.
Time will show the dynamics of political development within the United States. However, it is
obvious that Trump’s victory in the presidential election has demonstrated that the old world of
XX century has finally gone into the past.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Елена Павловна

11. Lebedeva Anna/Лебедева Анна
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 1 курс
Cyber army as a new political force in the USA. / Кибер войско как новая политическая
сила в США
The report aims to tell about the modern expansion of cyberspace (where data are kept) and its
influence. We will explore the problem by the example of cyberattacks on the DNC in the USA in
2016. We will see how the investigation continued, what results it lead to and how the USA now
protects the government and the people from cyberespionage and cybercrime.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
12. Lopukhov Semen/ Лопухов Семен
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 2 курс
The image of Russia in the American press / Образ России в американской печати
The report will be devoted to the evolution of the image of Russia since 2014. As events are
unfolding it is becoming increasingly clear that it is necessary to improve our relations.
Unfortunately, the recent political developments have led American journalists to take a simplistic
view about our foreign policy. The report also includes a discussion of likely future trends.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Евгений Михайлович
13. Lukashova Anna/ Лукашова Анна and Tsagolova Maria/ Цаголова Мария
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 2 курс
How do American writers rule the world?/ Как американские писатели управляют
миром?
Having chosen the United States of America for the research, we, however, decided to consider its
cultural heritage at an unusual angle, namely: how has the use of English by the American writers
influenced the World history? If to speak more particularly, in this research we try to find out how
famous politicians’ favourite books influenced their personalities, careers and views. So, our tasks
are to make psychological portraits of politicians on the basis of their preferences in literature and
to analyze the influence of the books on the policy style of a person. Our purpose is to give the
corresponding forecast based on the obtained data. The relevance of the topic is connected with
active political changes on the world scene, so it is necessary to give the certain forecast capable
to clear up the events in the political realm.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
14. Liutoeva Karina/ Лютоева Карина, Arkusha Roman/ Аркуша Роман
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студенты, 2 курс
Какова роль первой леди США?/ What is the role of the first lady of the USA?
The First Lady of the United States is a wife of a president of the United States. Although her
position is not defined officially, she plays an important role in social and political life of the
country. First ladies have held a highly visible position in American society. Some of the ladies
became trendsetters, others had an important influence in Politics, by being the closest advisor of
the president.
 What are the duties of the FLOTUS?
 How does she work?
 Who can become a FLOTUS?
We are going to highlight these issues in our report.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Евгений Михайлович.

15. Marshalova Arina/ Маршалова Арина
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
The USA lobbying industry as the necessary tool in political system/ Индустрия лоббизма
в США как необходимый инструмент политической системы
Lobbyism is associated with many myths and negative connotations. All these prejudices come
from the "grey" history of lobbying industry. The USA could be viewed as the procreator of this
industry. That is why it is important to trace the development of lobbyism in the USA to understand
the essence of this phenomenon. The aim of my work is to demonstrate the features of American
lobbyism and to create a real image of this business.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
16. Miloslavskaya Sofya/ Милославская Софья
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Political impact of works of "Russian second wave immigrants" J. Brodsky and
M. Baryshnikov on American culture/ Политическое влияние работ "русских
иммигрантов второй волны" И. Бродского и М. Барышникова на американскую
культуру
The second wave of Russian immigration to America was very different from the previous one,
which started after the October Revolution. Two of the brightest minds among it were Joseph
Brodsky, who was forced to live the Soviet Union and was abandoned by Soviet literature,
nevertheless, won a Nobel Prize and never returned to the Motherland; and Mikhail Baryshnikov,
who was among the first of “never-returners”. Both of them have achieved high goals in their work
and contributed a lot to modern American culture.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Елена Павловна
17. Perlov Daniil/ Перлов Даниил
Faculty of Political Science, second year undergraduate/Факультет политологии, студент, 2
курс
The Federal Reserve System: origin, functions and its role in the global financial system/
Федеральная резервная система: её происхождение, функции и роль в мировой
финансовой системе
What do we actually know about the Federal Reserve System? Almost nothing, as myths about
this notorious financial institution run through the masses and dominate the public opinion. The
aim of this report is therefore to tell about the Fed’s actual history, to describe the way it functions
nowadays and to analyse Fed’s impact on the present-day global financial system.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
18. Petrova Iuliia, Bakharev Anatoliy/ Петрова Юлия, Бахарев Анатолий
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студенты, 2 курс
The New Humanism: in between world wars/ Неогуманизм: между двумя мировыми
войнами
Lots of water has flown since the foundation of the new direction in social and political thought
called neohumanism in the 20s-40s in the USA. The Second World War broke out; the spirit of
total distrust entangled the world and ended up with the fall of the Soviet Empire. The question is
whether the humanity could save genuine ideals of neohumanism developed by American
philosophers. Are we still human?
Ведущие преподаватели: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна, Дзгоева Ольга Муратовна

19. Pletneva Anastasia/Плетнева Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 1 курс
Presidential election process in the United States: who really chooses?/ Выборы президента
в США: кто на самом деле выбирает?
The 2016 American presidential election has been considered to be truly unprecedented. In many
respects, it left plenty of questions unanswered. Can we really trust information the media present
in times of information warfare? Who are the electors and why do they decide the destiny of the
American president? Why do the majority of voters choose a certain candidate but the other one
wins. There are still many controversial issues. I am going to focus on its pros and cons.
Ведущий преподаватель: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна
20. Polzikova Anastasia/ Ползикова Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
Antifeminism: the odds of winning the long-running opposition in America/
Антифеминизм: шансы на победу в историческом противостоянии с феменизимом в
Америке
In my research, I am going to cover the following issues:
 The history of the pro-family movement;
 The fact that two major waves of antifeminist activity coincide with the two waves of the
women's rights movement;
 Contemporary issues surrounding antifeminism, including concerns of fairness in matters
of family law;
 Women's movements that may demand access to male-dominated positions within the
religious sector;
 The more successful a feminist movement is, the more antifeminist groups will organize a
countermovement.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
21. Ратников Павел/ Ratnikov Pavel
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 3 курс
Президенты интеллектуалы/ Intellectuals as US presidents: mostly few and far between
Does American president have to be an intellectual? Evidently not, because by a reasonable count
less than a fifth of those who have held the office qualify by most definitions of “intellectuals.” In
the report, I will explain why only a small part of the presidents were intellectuals, and why it does
not affect the quality of governance. The problem of candidates for the position of President of the
United States is now very urgent. To understand the present, we need to know more about the past,
about the people who held this post. Without a doubt, this topic is relevant today.
Ведущий преподаватель: Криштоф Е.М.
22. Rubtsova Elena/Рубцова Елена
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
The sociology of meetings: a case study of the current USA. What is identity’s influence on
being against? / Социология протеста на примере сегодняшних Соединенных Штатов.
Как менталитет влияет на желание протестовать?
The phenomenon of opposition is quite specific for each country, no matter, what language is
official and what the key demands are. It seems to be common for every state all over the world,
but I believe, this is a widespread mistake. We can show up the identities of meetings in the USA
as a national feature on the example of meetings against new President of the United States, Donald

Trump. What aspects of Americans’ national identity make them be against his policy? This is the
question we should answer.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
23. Sadov Konstantin/ Садов Константин
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студент, 2 курс
The USA’s industrial policy/ Государственная политика США в области
промышленности
At the beginning of 1980th American unified industrial policy did not exist. Nevertheless, it has
become one of the most important parts of American agenda to Trump’s rule. Why did the USA
implement this policy so late? Where do industrial policy roots stem from? Why is industrial policy
so significant for American political agenda? These and other questions about industrial policy
will be answered in the report.
Ведущий преподаватель: Дзгоева Ольга Муратовна
24. Starchenko Elena/ Старченко Елена
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
American anarchism: past, present, future/ Американский анархизм: вчера, сегодня,
завтра
Anarchism is a political philosophy that advocates self-governed societies based on voluntary
institutions. These are often described as stateless societies, although several authors have defined
them more specifically as institutions based on non-hierarchical free associations. Anarchism
holds the state to be undesirable, unnecessary, and harmful. Our aim is to watch its development
in the United States from the very beginning up to present and to make a future forecast.
Ведущие преподаватели: Егорова Елена Геннадьевна, Криштоф Елена Михайловна
25. Suvorov Mikhail/ Суворов Михаил
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студент 1 курса
Obamacare: is it not worth preserving?
Recently Donald Trump has been elected a new president of the United States and now he is trying
to make some changes in the internal politics of the country, one of which is imminent abolition
of Obamacare. In my research, I would like to assess the value of the Obamacare program, which
is a US reform law that aims to provide more Americans with affordable health insurance.
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза Александра Борисовна
26. Sushentsova Mariia/ Сушенцова Мария (1st group), Kosheleva Marina/ Кошелева
Марина (3d group)
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 2 курс
Youth policy in Russia and the United States: general and differences/ Молодежная
политика в России и Соединенных Штатах: общее и различия
For understanding key features of youth policy of these countries, we investigate political
departments and explore different Internet resources and books. In our project, we use comparative
analysis and research state systems in the sphere of youth policy, main trends and directions of the
both countries. At the federal level, both Russia and the US have two offices dealing primarily
with youth. However, in the United States the Interagency Working Group on Youth Programs
brings together 18 federal departments and agencies in an effort to collaborate and harmonise
youth programs. The Office of Global Youth Issues is attached to the Department of State and
works globally with agencies and embassies through more than 70 youth councils. In the Russian

Federation the Ministry for Education & Science supervises the work of the Federal Agency for
Youth Affairs (FAYA), which is responsible for the implementation of the youth development
strategy (2013). The FAYA coordinates public efforts in fostering youth opportunity and
development and takes a human capital approach. According to the FAYA, youth policy is
devolved to regional “subjects”, which have their own state youth authorities, and youth policy
action.
Ведущие преподаватели: Перцев Евгений Михайлович (1 группа), Криштоф Елена
Михайловна (3 группа)
27. Танов Нариман/ Tanov Nariman
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студент 1 курса
Влияние «рейганомики» на историю и политику США/ The influence of Reaganomics
on American history and policy
The main idea of the project is to show audience the history of not only Ronald Reagan’s
presidency, but also his own economic policy and its influence on the USA, American citizens and
other countries (including the USSR). What is more, I will try to compare and contrast the results
of «Reaganomics» and its own pros and cons, focusing on statistics and opinions of economic and
political experts.
Ведущие преподаватели: Мурза Александра Борисовна . Криштоф Елена Михайловна.
28. Tikhomirova Darya, Glushakova Marina/ Тихомирова Дарья, Глушакова Марина
Faculty of Political Science 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 2 курс
The phenomenon of coffee - Myth or Reality?/ Феномен кофе: миф или реальность?
“Coffee is the favorite drink of the civilized world” (Thomas Jefferson). Coffee is more than
popular: it is pervasive. It can be seen practically everywhere: in offices, during coffee-breaks, at
universities and shopping malls, on kitchen counter tops and on the streets. There are lots of coffee
houses in every town of our big country. So, why is it so popular? Why people of different ages
prefer to drink coffee, enjoying its delicate aroma? In our report, we will try to answer these
questions.
The plan of our presentation:
 The history of coffee: from beans to a paradise drink;
 Coffee industry: Starbucks phenomenon;
 Coffee as an essential part of the US society;
 Coffee as a “startup” foe the younger generation;
 Psychological research: is a popularity of this drink myth or reality?
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна.
29. Faizullina Ellina/ Файзуллина Эллина
Faculty of Political Science 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 2 курс
Mediatization in the modern US public policy/ Проблемы медиатизации в современной
публичной политике США
In my report, I would like to analyse what is mediatization in the modern world and how it
appeared and is working in the US. In this framework, an important aspect of general
modernization is the development of media, beginning with changes in communication media and
proceeding to subordination of the power to prevailing influential institutions. The mediatization
policy means political transformations in the media, something we saw during the US presidential
elections, the struggle for electorate, carried through the media and the Internet.
Ведущий преподаватель: Елена Михайловна Криштоф

30. Chekalova Mariya/ Чекалова Мария
Faculty of Political Science, 1 year student (master’s degree)/ Факультет политологии,
студентка, 1 курс (магистратура)
Ideological tendencies of the North American abolitionism of the 19th century/
Идеологические течения в североамериканском аболиционизме 19-го века.
The report focuses on the research of American abolitionism in the 1830-1870. The urgency of
this work is linked to a problem of racial discrimination, which still remains in the USA. The report
shows two main wings in the American abolitionism: non-resistant abolitionism of W.L. Garrison
and a revolutionary abolitionism of Frederick Douglass. Abolitionism was urgent, even when
Lincoln signed the Emancipation proclamation in 1863, because racial problems became sharper
after the Civil War in the period of Reconstruction.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
31. Yutal Maria, Ravkina Anna/ Юталь Мария, Равкина Анна
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 1 курс
How do Russians and Americans perceive each other? / Как русские и американцы
воспринимают друг друга?
Nations have different mentalities, languages and traditions. We know some of them from the
media resources whereas we have never seen the real examples. That is why we keep on believing
in stereotypes about the citizens of other countries. It is always interesting to find out what image
people of other nations have of Russians and vice versa. Where is the truth? And what can be
called a myth?
Ведущий преподаватель: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна

CANADA
1. Kondrateva Anna/ Кондратьева Анна, Alieva Liya/ Алиева Лия
Faculty of Political Science, 1nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 1 курс
Economic impact of immigration to Canada/ Экономические последствия иммиграции в
Канаду
Canada is a strong player in the immigration scene. In fact, according to Canada’s immigration
programme, it has the highest per capita immigration rate in the entire world. Canada’s prosperity
is largely correlated with its immigration rates; it could well be the case that Canada would not
hold its current place in the world political and economic stage without the benefit which
immigrant labour has historically provided.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
2. Frolov Andrey, Gunichev Dmitry/Фролов Андрей, Гуничев Дмитрий
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студенты, 2 курс
Municipal government in Canada: powers, problems and perspectives/ Местное
самоуправление в Канаде: полномочия, проблемы и перспективы
The research will cover the following points:
 Federal structure of Canada. Economic and political powers of municipal governments in
the context of comparison with set of powers of provincial level of government.
 Quebec phenomena: the self-government’s role in maintaining stability in the most
problematic region of Canada.



Plebiscitary democracy: municipal governments as the institution that is very close to the
society.
 Self-governments in the future: the best way for Canada to protect the unity of the country.
Ведущие преподаватели: Криштоф Елена Михайловна, Егорова Елена Геннадьевна,
Дзгоева Ольга Муратовна

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
1. Бакина Марина/ Bakina Marina, Жданова Анна/ Zhdanova Anna
Faculty of Political Science, 1nd year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 1 курс
New Zealand: heaven or hell on Earth? (A project begotten in controversy between two
dreamers)/ Новая Зеландия: рай или ад на Земле? (Проект, рожденный в споре двух
мечтателей)
New Zealand appears to most people like a paradise on Earth. The country does not cease to occupy
leading positions in a variety of world rankings. The high standard of living, quality education and
medicine, the absence of corruption exalt it above other countries. People think that New Zealand
is the image from the "Lord of the Rings" with fabulous scenery and eternal summer. But what do
they hide under the guise of an “ideal state”? Severe climate, remoteness from other continents,
constant earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, high prices for products and services are not all the
troubles you have to overcome living in NZ. There are two sides, two independent viewpoints,
two irrefutable truths.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
2. Bibichadze Anna / Бибичадзе Анна
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Postmodernism in Australian literature/ Постмодернизм в австралийской литературе
Postmodernism has become widely recognized as a movement consisting of an epic scope,
innovative techniques and wide ranges of psychological and intellectual impact. It appeared as the
consequence of World War II and its pioneers were generally American and European authors.
Despite being relatively young, Australian literature has become an inseparable part of world
literature with a huge contribution in it. The aim of this research is to focus on the most influential
and notable postmodern Australian writers.
Ведущий преподаватель: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна
3. Voloshina Anna/Волошина Анна, Kuts Viktoriia/Куц Виктория
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year students/ Факультет политологии, студентки, 1 курс
Advantages and disadvantages of Russian emigrants’ life in Australia/Плюсы и минусы
жизни российских эмигрантов в Австралии
It is common knowledge that Australia being one the most geographically remote countries from
Russia presents a lucrative destination for Russian citizens who move there in search for better life
conditions. This report aims to examine advantages and disadvantages of the immigrants’ life
stressing challenges and benefits that people face.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна

4. Goldina Anastasia/ Голдина Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 3nd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Modern Australian Aboriginal verse: politics in poetry and vice versa/ Политика в поэзии
и поэзия в политике: современные поэтические тексты коренного населения
Австралии
Using poetry as a tool for political protest, the Aboriginals in contemporary Australia address the
issues of identity and discrimination, express the feeling of alienation, fight for justice and
recognition. Bitter satire intertwined with a plea for social reform and the need for tolerance are
characteristic of the modern aboriginal verse. What is "aboriginality"? Why is it a sore point with
the Australians?
Ведущий преподаватель: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна
5. Zhurilkina Julia/ Журилкина Юлия
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
The system of preparing young Australian people for the innovative professions/Система
подготовки австралийской молодежи к профессиям в области инноваций
The second decade of the XXI century proves that innovations in industry and agriculture are
becoming the most productive way for the social and economic prosperity of the country. In this
case, the main challenge for the Australian Government is to provide innovative business with
skilled and well-qualified employees who are mostly young Australians. The report is devoted to
the policy of the Australian officials in the realm of higher education and the adaptation of future
young workers.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
6. Zvereva Maria & Gryaznova Anastasia / Зверева Мария и Грязнова Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year students / Факультет политологии, студентки, 2 курс
National and cultural influence on the formation of the Australian English/ Национальнокультурное влияние на формирование австралийского варианта английского языка
In Australia there are representatives of many nationalities. So, about 300 different languages are
used there. Each of them makes its own corrections to the national English variety. Thus, a new
dialect of the global language develops. What languages are spoken on the Green continent and
how do they influence English?
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
7. Коноплев Алексей/ Konoplev Alexey
Faculty of Political Science, 2nd year student / Факультет политологии, студент, 2 курс
Миграция в Австралии: современные противоречия/ Migration into Australia:
current contradictions
On February 2, the Australian Government was charged with awful migration policy by
“Euronews”. According to the statements, refugees were allowed to stay just in Papua New Guinea
in special shelters that looked like concentration camps. This situation finished after Supreme
Court of Guinea recognized the Australian case to be unconstitutional. However, mass media is
still informing the global community about violations of refugee rights. At first glance, it cannot
be true, because Australia is globally known as the country of immigrants, so that is why this
problem should be studied.
Ведущие преподаватели: Егорова Елена Геннадьевна, Криштофф Елена Михайловна

INDIA, PAKISTAN & FORMER COLONIES
1. Wang Jinhui/Ван Цзиньхуэй
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student, MA / Факультет политологии, студентка 1 курса
магистратуры
The history and left-behind effects of Apartheid in South Africa/ История Апартеида и
его последствия в Южной Африке
This report is based on demonstrating the history of Apartheid, which is a system of
institutionalized racial segregation and discrimination in South Africa between 1948 and 1991,
when it was abolished. Meanwhile the report is also aimed at analyzing comprehensively its
remained flaws in the local contemporary society. The main terms referred are the following:
bantustans (tribal homelands), white minority, anti-apartheid, etc.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
2. Volkova Anastasia/Волкова Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 3rd year student/Факультет политологии, студентка, 3 курс
Pakistan: a struggle for independence or a toy in world superpowers’ hands?/ Пакистан:
борьба за независимость или игрушка в руках супердержав?
After Pakistan’s secession in 1947 from India, tensions between the states are becoming stronger
year to year. Although the original reason for this territorial transformation lies in religious
contradictions, the issue has become a political one. Pakistan, where the majority of population is
Islamic, is teeming with terroristic groups. They are sure that they struggle for Pakistan territories,
occupied by India, and for the state’s independence. But why do the USA, China and Russia take
part in India-Pakistan conflict? Does it mean that Pakistan is independent at all?
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
3. Korzhova Ekaterina /Коржова Екатерина
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/факультет политологии, студентка, 1 курс
The problem of poverty in India/ Проблема бедности в Индии
The report describes and analyzes the problem of severe poverty in modern India. Apparently,
within ten years India will become the country with the biggest population in the world. There are
two polar opinions upon the possible scenarios of the economic and political development of the
country. Experts believe that India would either obtain success and leadership in the world or
collapse because of its demographic, socio-economic and political problems. Poverty, inequality
among the population due to the rigid caste stratification remain the main problems. The report
suggests conclusions upon a number of problems in the sphere of economic and social policies of
the country causing such poverty.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Евгений Михайлович
4. Mishina Anastasia/ Мишина Анастасия
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student, MA / Факультет политологии, студентка 1 курса
магистратуры
The basic ideas of Indian national freedom movement / Основные идеи национальноосвободительного движения Индии.
The report under the headline “The basic ideas of Indian national freedom movement” will be
dedicated to the theoretical basic of the practical political actions fulfilled by the participants of
Indian struggle for independence, such as M. Gandhi, B. G. Tilak and A. Ghose. The main terms,

which will be considered in the report, are the following: swadeshi (economic boycott), swaraj
(self-governance), Indian nationalism, satyagraha (nonviolent resistance) etc.
Ведущий преподаватель: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна
5. Farel Maria/ Фарел Мария
Faculty of Political Science, 1st year student/ Факультет политологии, студентка, 1 курс
Specific features of English language and its meaning in social sphere in India/
Специфические черты английского языка и его значение в социальной сфере в Индии
The theme of my research is directly related to the characteristics of the English language in
different countries. Because of my origin, I would like to tell about the English language in India.
English in India has a number of specific features. India with a population of 1.1 billion has fewer
than 200,000 native speakers of English. According to the Constitution of India, “Hindi in the
Devanagari script” is the official language of the union and English the “subsidiary official
language”, so English language plays an important role in the social sphere.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Елена Павловна

Московский государственный университет имени М.В. Ломоносова
Факультет иностранных языков и регионоведения
Кафедра английского языка для гуманитарных факультетов
II Межфакультетская студенческая научно-практическая
конференция на английском языке
«Страна изучаемого языка в сфере гуманитарных наук»
ТЕЗИСЫ ДОКЛАДОВ/ABSTRACTS
ФИЛОСОФСКИЙ ФАКУЛЬТЕТ/ FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NOTHERN IRELAND
1.
Arno Anna/ Арно Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
Puzzles of the monuments of megalitic culture/ Загадки памятников мегалитической культуры
Many of megalitic monuments have been found on the territory of Great Britain (and other
European countries) and the USA. These monuments represent gigantic constructions made of
huge stones. The connection between these monuments and burials, underworld cult seems to
historians doubtless, but the most amazing and mysterious question about these artifacts is why
people of megalitic epoch neglected the comfort of their own earthly life (the construction of these
monuments called for titanic effort) for the construction of buildings associated with the cult of
the dead. The information about megalitic people’s perceptions of the afterlife will help to find an
answer to this question.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
2.
Ityaranta Maria / Итяранта Мария
Faculty of Philosophy, 2d year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
Mary I Stuart: Levitation and downfall / Мария I Стюарт: взлёт и падение
The eventful and tragic life of Mary I Stuart has had many writers, playwrites and film directors
trying to create an image of a queen who was involved in a complex political and personal life.In
my report I am going to speak about her biography trying to designate the main moments of her
participation in the political life of England.
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза А.Б.
3.
Kuznetsova Alisa Аntonovna /Кузнецова Алиса
Faculty of Philosophy, 2-d year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
From the United Kingdom with love: the BBC corporation as a world cultural phenomenon /
Подарок миру от Соединенного Королевства: Би-би-си как всемирный культурный
феномен
Opened in the early 20th century as a local radiobroadcasting company, the BBC has grown to be
one of the biggest worldwide filmmaking and media corporations. What characterizes almost all
BBC programmes is their high quality and professionalism, be it a documentary, popular science
or feature film. Today Russia is being inundated by an endless stream of pop culture. BBC
programmes represent a striking contrast to most of American cultural production.

Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
4.
Krutko Anna / Крутько Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, graduate student of the 1st year / Философский факультет, аспирант, 1
курс
Sokolov Mikhail / Соколов Михаил
Faculty of Philosophy, student of the 1st year / Философский факультет, студент, 1 курс
Shelepenkov Danila / Шелепенков Данила
Faculty of Philosophy, student of the 1st year / Философский факультет, студент, 1 курс
The pub in Great Britain as a social and cultural phenomenon / Паб в Великобритании как
социально-культурное явление
The pub (English. Pub - an abbreviation of Public house, literally ‘public house’ within the
meaning of the gathering place of the population) – is an establishment that sells alcoholic
beverages for consumption inside or outside of the premises. Traditionally pubs have existed in
the UK and Ireland constituting an important socio-cultural element in these countries. Nowadays
pubs are also found in countries that were experienced the powerful British and/or Irish cultural
influence - such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand, to a lesser extent, the USA. Pubs are found
in other countries, but they are not predominant drinking establishments and are perceived mainly
as an element of the ‘exotic’ British national colors.
In our report we try to highlight the most interesting details associated with the culture of pubs,
their audience, an etiquette and then give a comparative analysis between pubs in Russia (mainly
in Moscow and in Saint-Petersburg) and in Great Britain.
Ведущие преподаватели: Дзгоева О.М., Яковлева И.О., Литвинова Е.Н.
5.
Starchenko Vladislav / Старченко Владислав
Faculty of Philosophy, 2 year student / Философский факультет, студент 2 курса
Refugees and migrants in the United Kingdom: for good or for bad to society? / Беженцы и
мигранты в Соединенном Королевстве: угроза обществу или благо?
In this report, I will discuss the main problems of refugees and migrants in the UK. Acceptance of
refugees and migrants by the government caused a rift in the British society. Some stand for
adoption of the refugees, others come out harshly against refugees and migrants. This problem is
also very urgent for Russia (refugees from Ukraine). The problem of migrants and refugees is
extremely important in today's society, so we will not be silent about it!
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
6.
Timofeeva Anna /Тимофеева Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 2d year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
The phenomenon of symbolism in English and Irish literature / Символизм в английской и
ирландской литературе
The report deals with the creative activities of W.B.Yeats, who is generally considered one of the
twentieth key English language poets. He was a Symbolist poet, using allusive imagery and
symbolic structures throught his career. The research investigates sources, traditions, ideas and
ideals which influenced the shaping of Symbolism in English and Irish literature in the late 19 thearly 20th century. The report is based on O.Wilde’s works, philosophical essays and lyrical and
dramatic works of W.B.Yeats, which gives us a chance to become familiar with this unique literary
movement.
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза А.Б.

7.
Tsareva Arina / Царёва Арина
Faculty of Philosophy, 2d year student/Философский факультет,студентка,2 курс
Dandyism: its history and contemporary status/Дендизм: история и современное состояние.
The report deals with the terms "dandyism" and "dandy's culture". My work is an attempt to
analyze what dandyism means, whether it is only a fashion or a lifestyle. The report discusses the
most interesting facts about dandy's life: how dandyism appeared; who is Brummel; how a dandy's
image became popular in fiction; what unites English and Russian dandies and what can we say
about a modern type of dandy?
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза А.Б.
8.
Usherovich Polina / Ушерович Полина
Faculty of Foreign Languages and Area Studies, 3rd year student/ Факультет иностранных
языков и регионоведения, студентка, 3 курс
The evolution of British recipe: linguistic and cultural studies of its language and structure /
Эволюция английского рецепта: лингво-культурологическое исследование
This study analyses famous cookbooks that are considered to be important milestones in the sphere
of gastronomic culture. The research highlights personalized ways in which the authors of these
books present their culinary curiosities. The paper also demonstrates how the structural and
linguistic features of a recipe have changed from the end of the XIX century to the present day.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ксензенко О.А.
9.
Yevtishenkova Valeriya / Евтишенкова Валерия
Faculty of Philosophy, 2d year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
John Constable and his contribution to British art/ Джон Констебл и его вклад в историю
английской живописи
In my report I am going to introduce the famous English Romantic artist John Constable. I would
like to say a few words about his life and creative work. The main attention will be paid to his
most outstanding paintings. Besides, I will try to analyze the impact of his works on the
development
of
art
in
Britain
and
elsewhere.
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза А.Б.
NEW ZEALAND
1.
Zhorin Vadim/ Жорин Вадим
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year student / Философский факультет, студент, 1 курс
Teaching philosophy in universities of New Zealand: a case study of logic / Преподавание
философии в университетах Новой Зеландии (на примере преподавания логики)
The choice of the talk is not accidental – universities in New Zealand have done a lot in
technological advance recently borrowing from European and American university studies,
especially in the field of computer science. The theme of the report is to introduce two leading
universities in general and to show how logic is taught in particular, with the main emphasis on
temporal logic.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.

2.
Schshekochikhina Maria / Щекочихина Мария
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year student /Философский факультет, студентка, 1-й курс
The way to God. A story of one tattoo /Путь к Богу. История одной татуировки
Nowadays more and more people cover their bodies with tattoos. Tattoo is a special picture that is
drawn on a part of your body and is rooted in the distant past culture that includes a lot of different
styles. One of the most popular styles today is New Zealand’s or Maori tattoo called ta-moko. An
elegant ornament consisting of spirals and lines attracts a lot of tattoo lovers around the world.
However, not everyone knows the mystery of Maori symbols…
Ведущий преподаватель: Мурза А.Б.
3.
Solov’eva Viktoriya/ Соловьёва Виктория
Faculty of Philosophy 1st year student/ Философский факультет, студентка, 1 курс
Philosophy of cinema: a case study of New Zealand/ Философия кинематографа на примере
Новой Зеландии
This report is not so much about films and producers, but the changes in perception, thinking, and
experience of existence in the modern world. The world in which images function has primarily a
"cinematographic" character. The importance of a film can be assessed by the degree to which it
gives us something to get hold of in this highly controversial world. In order not go into the depths
of philosophy, we shall look at the interaction of nature and cinema in terms of the mysterious
New Zealand.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева И.О.
4.
Starikova Anastasiya / Старикова Анастасия
Faculty of Philosophy, Public Relations Department, 1st year student/ Философский факультет,
Отделение «Реклама и связи с общественностью», студентка, 1 курс
The struggle between indigenous people of New Zealand and modern society: the origins of
confrontation/ Борьба между коренным населением Новой Зеландии и современным
обществом: причины возникновения конфликта
New Zealand is a country where two peoples traditionally live: indigenous people and New
Zealanders. The aim of this report is to show how the Maori people have tried to preserve the
identity of their culture and its impact of the life of New Zealanders in the XXI century.It is the
reluctance of the Maori to assimiliate in European culture that leads to national conflict.
Ведущий преподаватель: Литвинова Е.Н.
СANADA
1.
Chervotkina Victoria/Червоткина Виктория
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Философский факультет, студентка 2 курса
Canada`s dependence of the British throne: political, social and cultural aspects / Зависимость
Канады от британского трона: политический, социальный и культурный аспекты.
Although the Commonwealth as a political organization does not play as an important a part as it
used to, its cultural, political and social influence is still strong. Strange as it may seem, Canada
has remained loyal to the most British traditions in its cultural and social life. In no way can Canada
be compared to the USA in this respect despite the fact that they are neighbors. The report provides

solid evidence by giving numerous examples to confirm this point of view. Particular attention
will be paid to linguistic differences.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
2.
Dobrynina Liza/ Добрынина Елизавета, Poscrebko Anna/ Поскребко Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year students/ Философский факультет, студентки, 2 курс
The impact of multiculturalism policy on the development of architecture in Canada/ Влияние
политики мультикультурализма на развитие архитектуры Канады.
As the title implies, the report describes Canada as a multicultural and multiethnic country where
people from diverse parts of the world have chosen to live. The culture of modern Canada is
formed in terms of government policy, the main core of which may be designated by the term
"multiculturalism". The report gives valuable information on an original artistic culture that have
been created by different ethnic groups without internal conflicts. The purpose of the report is to
analyze solid information about architecture of modern Canada in terms of multicultural policy.
The aim of the research is to show how diverse people, having different ideas about culture,
traditions and customs, have created the unique architecture which is famous all over the world.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева И.О.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1.
Babich Andrei / Бабич Андрей
Faculty of Philosophy, 1 year student / Философский факультет, студент, 1 курс
Freedom of creative activity and the role of a writer in a bipolar world: a case study of Kurt
Vonnegut’s novels/ Свобода творчества и роль писателя в условиях биполярного мира на
примере американского писателя Курта Воннегута
In his famous novel “Slaughterhouse – Five’’ Kurt Vonnegut shows us the tragedy of war. The
greatest strength of the novel became an approach that led readers through the nightmares and
atrocities of the war. The novel carries plenty of social and political satire and does not lend itself
to an unusual rational analysis, being a mixture of realism, fantasy and bitter irony. Vonnegut
created a pacifist novel, where he described devastating consequences of war which exert a
tremendous pressure both on society and personality. The novel is filled with a deep sense of
compassion for the fate of an ordinary man.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
2.
Bakhmeteva Anna/ Бахметьева Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
Access to education in the United States / Доступность образования в США
It is common knowledge that education is an essential part of people's lives, but not everyone can
receive it, so the question is: "What should young people do to get the high quality of education?"
In my report I would like to speak about contemporary education issues in the United States,
particularly focusing on such social matters as: who pays for education (parents or children), what
families can pay for education, what other sources of finance are.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева И.О.

3.
Denisenko Marya/Денисенко Мария
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Факультет философии, студентка, 2 курс
Atlantic model of higher education: problems and perspectives/Атлантическая модель высшего
образования: проблемы и перспективы
In modern Western world two rival systems of higher education prevail: Atlantic and Continental.
The USA, Canada and the UK chose the way of economiс and institutional autonomy, connection
with business and versatile approach to professional affiliation. Now this way of providing higher
education has brought the Atlantic model to a crisis of university and college independence. What
is the cause of this and how the Atlantic system of education will transform- this is the main topic
of my report.
Ведущий преподаватель: Дзгоева О.М.
4.
Dichka Alina/ Дичка Алина, Dyachkova Daria/ Дьячкова Дарья
Faculty of Philosophy, Public Relations department, 2nd year students/ Философский факультет,
направление «Реклама и связи с общественностью», студенты, 2 курc
Consumer society: destroying embodiment of American Dream/Общество потребления:
разрушительное воплощение американской мечты
The aim of this report is to analyze the causes and possible consequences of sociocultural
phenomenon of "consumer society" in the USA. Arguments and the necessary information will
also be provided about historical facts which influenced the genesis of standard behaviour model
in American consumer’s consciousness. The work exposes its signs and the main features in
different fields of American social life.
Ведущий преподаватель: Литвинова Е.Н.
5.
Dubonosova Elizaveta/ Дубоносова Елизавета, Stepanyan Srbui/ Степанян Србуи
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year students/ Философский факультет, студентки, 2 курс
Phenomenon of feminism: how did the sexual revolution change worldview and lifestyle of
English women in the middle of the 20th century?/ Феномен феминизма: как сексуальная
революция изменила мировоззрение и стиль жизни английских женщин в 20 веке?
Feminism can broadly be defined as a movement for the social advancement of women. An
organized women’s movement first emerged in the mid-nineteenth century, focused on the
campaign for female suffrage. The sexual revolution in 1960s America is characterized by a
dramatic shift in traditional values related to sex, family relations and upbringing children. The
report discusses some of the results of these changes.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева И.О.
6.
Kuzmicheva Kristina / Кузьмичева Кристина
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
Art and Aesthetic Education in the United States/ Художественное образование и эстетическое
воспитание в США
As we know, post-industrial era has increased the status and role of creative personalities in all
spheres of modern society. Special role is assigned to aesthetic education which helps people to
develop their feeling of beauty. In my report I am going to introduce the main philosophical
conceptions and aims of art and aesthetic education in the United States of America.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.

7.
Kozyreva Maria/ Козырева Мария
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Факультет философии, студентка, 2 курс
History of the hippie movement in the USA/ История движения хиппи в США
The report underlines the importance of the hippie subculture in the USA: how it originated and
developed, about its features, hippie symbols and philosophical views as well as their opinions
with regard to traditional values. Many people, including some famous persons, considered
themselves hippies. Hippies played an important role in the USA culture from 1960 to 1980 and
became a major international collective as it grew in popularity and size.
Ведущий преподаватель: Дзгоева О.М.
8.
Lobanova Anastasia/ Лобанова Анастасия
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year student/ Философский факультет, студентка, 1 курс
Rehabilitation Following Lower Limb Amputation in the USA/ Реабилитация после ампутации
нижней конечности в Соединенных Штатах Америки
Lower limb loss is a dramatic event. Both psychological and physical challenges are difficult. Life
quality of patients who have had lower limb amputation can be affected extremely negatively.
Rehabilitation care of high standards should be provided in order to help amputees. Personal
integrity in all activities allows people with lower limb amputation to live fully and to discover
new horizons.
Ведущий преподаватель: Шишкина Н.Г.
9.
Petrov Michail / Петров Михаил
Faculty of Philiosophy, master’s degree student / Философский факультет, магистратура,
студент, 2 курс
Stoicism in modern life of the US and Seneca/ Стоицизм в современной жизни США и Сенека
It is interesting that Stoicism still influences modern life and especially American life. For
instance, Marcus Aurelius’s Meditations is one of Bill Clinton’s favourite books. James Stockdale,
U.S. Navy vice admiral and Medal of Honor recipient, who was held captured for seven years
during the Vietnam War, wrote that ‘stoicism saved my life’. One can say that Stoicism has
become an unofficial philosophy of the USA military. At the same time, it has a strong influence
on CBT (Cognitive behavioral therapy), which traces back to Victor Frankl’s logotherapy and
annually the multi-disciplinary team ‘Stoicism Today’ organizes a ‘Stoic Week’ where everyone
has an opportunity to live like a Stoic for seven days. In these circumstances the texts of Stoics
and particularly of Seneca take on a new significance.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
10.
Smirnova Anna / Смирнова Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year postgraduate student / Философский факультет, аспирант, 1
курс
Networked learning/ Cетевое обучение
Since the 20th century in education there has been a very popular discussion on a method of
maintaining and developing connections between both "people to people" and "people and
information" so as to improve the process of learning. John Seely Brown, Jean Lave and other
philosophers and anthropologists from the United States of America have developed new concepts
of supporting education, sharing information and establishing networks.
Ведущий преподаватель: Кочетова М.Г.

11.
Tyurina Svetlana / Тюрина Светлана
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year student / Философский факультет, студентка,1 курс
The American dream: illusions and reality / Американская мечта: иллюзии и реальность
The report aims to show that Jack London was the first to describe how hopes and aspirations
associated with the American dream fell through in the real life. In his novel “Martin Iden” he
subjects the American reality to devastating critisism by exposing the vices of a capitalist society.
The novel is supposed to be the first to start this tradition which was later developed by such
outstanding American writers as F.Scott Fitzgerald and T.Dreiser.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
12.
Zakharova Irina/ Захарова Ирина, Khramtsova Christina/ Храмцова Кристина
Faculty of Philosophy, Public Relations department, 2nd year students/ Философский факультет,
направление «Реклама и связи с общественностью», студенты, 2 курс
Made in America: Hollywood as the model of world cinematography /Сделано в Америке:
Голливуд как эталон мирового кинематографа
The report investigates Hollywood`s establishment through the prism of time, analyzing the most
famous and great studios. The work raises such questions as «Who created Hollywood?» and
«Why has the US film industry taken a leading position in the world?». The report also deals with
such issues as the origin of characters and genres; canons formation and the laws in making films
in American cinema.
Ведущий преподаватель: Литвинова Е.Н.
SOUTH AFRICA
1.
Grebeneva Nataliya /Гребенёва Наталья
Faculty of Philosophy, 2d year student / Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
The language situation in the South African Republic as a reflection of struggle for national
identity/ Языковая ситуация в Южноафриканской Республике как отражение борьбы за
национальную идентичность
South Africa is a multiethnic society encompassing a wide variety of cultures, languages and
religions. There are 11 official languages, two of which are of European origin: Afrikaans and
English. As political events are developing it is becoming increasingly clear that local languages
begin to play an important role in different parts of the country. The report attempts to show the
problems the government faces trying to strike the right balance between various social, ethnic and
religious groups in their language policy.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.
2.
Usikova Valentina / Усикова Валентина
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Философский факультет, студентка, 2 курс
Nelson Mandela: a Role in History / Нельсон Мандела и его роль в истории
In my report I am planning to introduce Nelson Mandela, a South African anti- apartheid
revolutionary, politician and President of South Africa (1994-1999). The report will focus on his
overall role in history of civil rights in South Africa. My report will consist of his inspiring
biography, an overview of his influence and political actions.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.

INDIA
1.
Akhmedova Subana/Ахмедова Субана
Faculty of Foreign Languages and Area Studies, 1st year master’s degree student/Факультет
иностранных языков и регионоведения, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс
Hindi and English: features and tendencies of development/Хинди-английское двуязычие:
особенности и тенденции развития
There are lots of languages in India. But the most important of them are Hindi and English. The
appearance of Hinglish is connected with the British conquest of India. Hinglish differs from
English mainly by the use of a large number of special pronunciation patterns and the absence of
grammar rules. The report covers and analyses some peculiarities of the “double”- language
communication in India.
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна
2.
Bunkovskaya Yekaterina / Бунковская Екатерина
Faculty of Philosophy, 1st year post graduate student / Философский факультет, аспирантка, 1
курс
Speaking English in India – Indian Lingua Franca – Some Current Problems/ Английский язык
в Индии: история и современность
The report will discuss the following issues: the spread of English language in India; the history;
peculiarities; pronunciation, phonology, spelling; Hinglish; Indian numbering system; Indian
English in connection with politics and social background.
Научный руководитель: Винокуров В.В.
3.
Pakhomova Anna/Пахомова Анна
Faculty of Philosophy, 2nd year student/ Философский факультет, студентка 2го курса
Encountering the East, the problem of capitalism in India / Столкновение с Востоком: проблема
капиталистического строя в Индии
It is well known that the European empires used to extend their territories, exploiting local people
and imposing western standards to fulfill the needs of Europe. India was not an exception.
However, the capitalist system dealt a heavy blow to the whole nation of India leading to
destroying traditional forms of agricultural economy. In this report, these problems are to be stated
and discussed.
Ведущий преподаватель: Перцев Е.М.

Московский государственный университет имени М.В. Ломоносова
Факультет иностранных языков и регионоведения
Кафедра английского языка для гуманитарных факультетов
II Межфакультетская студенческая научно-практическая
конференция на английском языке
«Страна изучаемого языка в сфере гуманитарных наук»
ТЕЗИСЫ ДОКЛАДОВ/ABSTRACTS
СОЦИОЛОГИЧЕСКИЙ ФАКУЛЬТЕТ/ FACULTY OF SOCIOLOGY
THE USA AND CANADA
1.
Дудуева Фариза/ Dudueva Fariza
Социологический факультет, аспирантка, 3 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 3d year post-graduate
student
Культурное разнообразие в Канаде: особенности и политика мультикультурализма /
Cultural Diversity in Canada: features and the multiculturalism policy
This report is devoted to the cultural diversity in Canada. Canada's demographic composition is
ethnically heterogeneous, because its citizens have come from many countries of origin and
cultural backgrounds. The purpose of this work is to clarify the facts of diversity and to explain
how the multiculturalism policy in Canadian society is conducted.
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
2.
Егорова Александра / Egorova Aleksandra
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Система образования Канады / Educational system of Canada
Educational system of Canada is one of the most developed in the world. There is unite standard
of education which has hard requirements. But overall state system of education doesn't exist in
Canada. I want to explore features in this educational system. In my report I would like to tell
about it and share my opinion with students.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
3.
Комиссарова Евгения / Komissarova Eugenia
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Перспективы развития деятельности неправительственных организаций в США / The future
of non-governmental organizations in the United States
A great variety of NGOs in the US is famous for their considerable activity. The scope of activity
of NGOs is extremely essential in the world arena and their significance will be strengthened
increasingly in future. However, a lot of critics claim that NGOs with their flaws don’t have a
bright future and even have a detrimental influence on the world community. Thus, the issue about
the future of NGOs in the US seems to be controversial.
Ведущий преподаватель: Пчелкина Н.М.

Кузнецова Светлана / Kuznetsova Svetlana, Прокопьева Мария / Prokopyeva
Maria
Faculty of Sociology, 1st year postgraduate students/ Социологический факультет, аспиранты,
1 курс
4.

Анализ
условий
достижения
высокого
потенциала
развития
женского
предпринимательства в США / The analysis of conditions for achieving high potential women
entrepreneurship in the USA
The article is devoted to the analysis of women's entrepreneurship in the United States and Russia.
The first part is devoted to description of the characteristics of women's businesses in the USА
(based on content analysis). The second part is devoted to the analysis of data obtained from the
author's research, which was aimed at identifying the peculiarities of female entrepreneurship in
Russia.
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
5.
Кулакова Людмила / Kulakova Ludmila
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Феномен «Американской мечты» как отражение национального характера американцев /
The phenomenon of "The American Dream" as a reflection of the national character of Americans
The purpose of the article is to give some information on the term of «The American Dream» as a
national ideology uniting Americans. Despite the fact that the specific definition of this concept
does not exist, most people have a common set of representations about happy future which are
combined in this term. The article is devoted to specific aspects of this phenomenon for
understanding the nature of Americans.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
6.
Лушников Дмитрий / Lushnikov Dmitry
Социологический факультет, студент магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Система образования в США / Education in the United States
Today receiving the higher education – one of demands which are made to us by surrounding
reality. Highly qualified specialists are required in all spheres of activity. Nevertheless, the
different countries differently approach satisfaction of this requirement. The education system of
Russia and the United States strikingly differs, and not only in the structural organization of higher
educational institutions, but also in the way of the organization of process of training. In the report
we have made the review on educational system of America and have analysed the main
differences in processes of obtaining the treasured degree.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.

7.
Манцева Елизавета / Mantseva Elizaveta
Социологический факультет, аспирантка, 2 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 2d year post-graduate
student
Проблема понимания разницы между «знанием» и «информацией» в современном
обществе в американских социологических теориях конца XX — начала XXI века/ Problem
of understanding the difference between "knowledge" and "information" in modern society in
american sociological theories of late XX — early XXI centurу
Modern society has a set of names in sociological theories. They are: consumer society, society of
goods and services, post-industrial society, superindustrial society e.t.c. But it is always treated as
information society where the most important role plays the information. Information surrounds
the person everywhere. We receive it from massmedia, scientific literature, from friends and so
on. Information is a valuable resource for modern society. But most people in everyday life
sometimes confuse what they find: information or knowledge, because love to knowledge, not to
information, is inculcated to every person from childhood. However modern society is called
"information" society, without "knowledge". So what is the difference between them? Answers to
this question are contained in many sociological theories, particularly in the works of the USA
researches of the late XX — early XXI century.
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
8.
Табаева Даяна / Tabaeva Dayana
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Люди с ограниченными возможностями в современном обществе. Сравнительный анализ
условий их жизни в США и России / People with disabilities in modern society. Comparative
analysis of their life conditions in the USA and Russia
The problem of integration of disabled people into society is very important, especially nowadays.
It is necessary to pay attention to this question and try to improve the lives of disabled people.
The purpose of my project is to investigate life conditions of these people on the example of two
countries, the USA and Russia, and to compare these conditions. My investigation is based on my
own experience in both countries.
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
9.
Фомина Александра / Fomina Alexandra, Паравян Алина / Paravyan Alina
Социологический факультет, студентки, 1 курс, вечернее отделение / Faculty of Sociology,
1st year students/
Социальное неравенство в крупных городах США / Social inequality in major U.S. cities
In this report we want to talk about social inequality in the United States and most major U.S.
cities. This issue is very serious, it requires a large-scale social policy. We will consider the
question of social inequality on the example of cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Washington.
In this report we try to identify the causes of strong social inequality in the United States and its
individual cities. Also, we will try to find a way out of this situation.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Е.П.

THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NOTHERN IRELAND
1.
Боровикова Алина / Borovikova Alina
Социологический факультет, студентки, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Дендизм как социокультурный феномен/ Dandyism as social and cultural phenomenon
a) Britain in XVIII-XX centuries: social, economic and cultural aspects
b) Dandyism as a social and cultural response to an increasing role of bourgeoisie
c) Dandyism in fiction (stories about Jeeves and Wooster by P.G.Wodehouse)
Ведущий преподаватель: Казимова Г.А.
2.
Горохов Дмитрий/ Gorokhov Dmitry
Московская духовная академия, студент, 3 курс/Moscow Theological Academy, 3rd year
student
Ирландские иллюминированные манускрипты: зеркало эпохи/ Irish Illuminated Manuscripts:
a Window through Time
Beginning with sixth century, Ireland experiences a flowering of Christianity, culture and science,
which found its center in monastic communities. A rather characteristic phenomenon of the time
was the creation of the illuminated manuscripts. These were mostly Latin language gospels,
decorated with ornamentation and illustrations. The manuscripts serve as a sort of window through
time. It is the author's intention that the present publication shows the cultural and historical
context, inasmuch as possible as these works of art reveal.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
3.
Деньгина Анна / Dengina Anna
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Эволюция социального строя Британии в XVIII-XIX вв./ The Evolution of Social Structure in
Britain in XVIII-XIX centuries
Being mainly agricultural, Britain had turned into a major industrial power by the middle of the
XIXth century. The transition was accompanied by radical shift in population employment that
had a significant impact on Britain’s social structure.
Ведущий преподаватель: Казимова Г.А.
4.
Ермакова Марина/ Ermakova Marina
Социологический факультет, студентка, 2 курс / Faculty Sociological faculty, 2nd year student
Настенные росписи Ирландии: живая история/ Irish Murals: the Living History
Throughout The Troubles both Republicans and Loyalists painted large murals on buildings. In
little more than a decade mural painting has developed into one of the most dynamic media for
symbolic expression in the north of Ireland. But what have become to them now? Do they still
appear? The aim of this work is to follow the history of Northern Ireland in such a phenomenon.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.

5.
Журавлева Мария / Zhuravleva Maria
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Ирландские танцы / Irish dances
Ireland has at all times been famous for their unmatched dance culture, but in recent years the
interest of the world community has increased even more due to the spectacular show, where the
Irish dance in modern processing. Dance schools attract many students not only in Ireland but also
in many other countries. The Irish themselves say that the best dances, Irish dances, which
symbolize the strong spirit and indomitable will of the people.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
6.
Зайцев Иван /Zaytsev Ivan, Лобачева Полина / Lobacheva Polina
Социологический факультет, студенты, 2 курс / Faculty Sociological faculty, 2nd year students
Влияние субкультурного движения в США и Великобритании XX века на общественное
сознание/ The impact of subcultural movements on the public consciousness of the United States
and Great Britain in the 20th century
The notion of subculture was introduced by David Romenom in 1950 as a group of people,
intentionally choosing the style and values preferred by the minority. Hippies, Beatles fans, punks,
grunge and other subcultures had a profound effect on young people in the 20th century. In our
research, we considered the subcultures of the United States of America and Great Britain, as they
had different foundations and caused different reactions within the society.
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
7.
Малясова Елизавета / Malyasova Elizaveta
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Сравнительный анализ образовательной системы в Англии и России. Создание «ситуации
успеха» в жизни современных поколений / Comparative analysis of educational system in Great
Britain and Russia. Making the “situation of success” in the life of modern generations
Nowadays there has appeared the necessity of development among young people the desire and
motivation of achieving success and getting further education. The main educational problem is
the lack of «situation of success». The main purpose of my project is to investigate educational
systems in England and in Russia, to compare these two models and make my own
recommendations (key for success).
Ведущий преподаватель: Рассошенко Ж.В.
8.
Мелюк Никита / Melyuk Nikita, Семак Илья / Semak Ilya
Социологический факультет, студенты, 2 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 2nd year students
Современные американские и британские телесериалы как основополагающий аспект
культуры современности / Contemporary US and British TV series as a fundamental aspect of
modern culture
Television series undoubtedly play an important role in the US and British culture, both mass and
elite. They perform many functions: entertaining, managerial, regulatory, educational and so on.
They are diverse and designed for completely different categories of people: rich and poor, black

and white, Americans and the British. TV series are not only an integral part of the US and British
economy, but they also shape the worldview of people.
Ведущий преподаватель: Павлова Е.К.
9.
Пучешкин Антон / Pucheshkin Anton
Социологический факультет, магистрант, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year master
Эндрю Ллойд Уэббер и его музыка / Andrew Lloyd Webber and his music
It is difficult to live without music. We hear music everywhere. It takes people to another world.
There are two kinds of people with different points of view on music: listeners and musicians.
Andrew Lloyd Webber, the famous English composer, belongs to the second group. He has been
the most prominent figure in the contemporary musical theatre. Perhaps no one made a greater
contribution to the development of the musicals, which he did.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
10.
Селивёрстова Полина / Seliverstova Polina
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
«Конан Дойл как представитель английской литературы. История создания «Собаки
Баскервилей» / «Conan Doyle as a representative of English literature. The history of creation
«The Hound of the Baskervilles»
English literature is known and popular around the world. Different people know its different
works and writers, but there are some of representative of English literature, who are known by all
nations and generations. One of these writers is a Conan Doyle. Conan Doyle-it’s a world famous
works, Its a popularity all around the world , a very interesting biography and exciting histories of
creation his works.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
11.
Соловьева Алена / Soloveva Alena
Социологический факультет, магистрант, 1 курс / Sociological faculty, 1st year master
Страна мифов / The country of myths
The attractiveness of Northern Ireland lies in the picturesque landscapes, historical forts, ancient
castles and monasteries, rich heritage of Celtic Christianity, and, of course, open, friendly and
hospitable people. But also the space of this region is filled with myths, stories and legends.
Mystical tourism is popular here, because almost every castle has its own ghost, some even live in
the forests and the cliffs.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Галина Алексеевна
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
1.
Беляева Наталия / Belyaeva Nataliya
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Система образования в Новой Зеландии / The system of education in New Zealand
New Zealand seems to be the most unknown and strange country to the people who live in big
continents. New Zealand is an island nation in the southwestern Pacific Ocean and it’s hard to get
there from many continents. This country has its own view on many things and education is not
an exception. The report is devoted to the peculiarities of education system in New Zealand.
Ведущий преподаватель: Павлова Е.К.

2.
Буланова Мария / Bulanova Maria
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Качество жизни в Австралии / The quality of life in Australia
The purpose of this study is description of quality of life in Australia. Australia performs very well
in many measures of well-being (environmental quality, health status, housing, jobs and earnings,
education and skills etc.), so this country is a leader in such rankings of quality of life as Economist
Intelligence Unit and Better Life Index.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
3.
Гурикова Элина / Gurikova Elina, Цыганкова Диана / Tsygankova Diana
Социологический факультет, студентки, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year students
Молодежь Австралии / The youth Australia
In our report we would like to tell about particular qualities of modern Australian youth. What
clothes do young people of Australia wear? What food do they prefer? Which musical tastes do
they have? What aims of life do they have? The answer to these and other questions you will find
in our report. A lot of people think that youth in Australia has a special lifestyle. Is it true or false?
You will know it thanks to our research!
Ведущие преподаватели: Крючков И.Г., Казимова Г.А.
Гусейнова Мадина / Guseynova Madina, Прокопчук Анастасия / Prokopchuk
Anastasia
Социологический факультет, студентки, 1 курс, вечернее отделение / Faculty of Sociology,
1st year students
Культура Австралийского союза / Culture of Union of Australia
4.

In our work it is offered to consider the culture of the Union of Australia studied by us, unique the
situation on the smallest continent of the planet and features of flora and fauna. The culture of
Australia is characterized by unusual idea of a picture of the world peculiar to natives, and also a
combination of ethnic traditions that made Australia multicultural.
Ведущий преподаватель: Поцыбина Е.П.
5.
Зворыгина Мария / Zvorygina Maria
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Интересные факты о жизни в Новой Зеландии / Interesting facts about life in New Zealand
New Zealand is an island in the south western Pacific Ocean. It is such a beautiful and a far country
from Russia that we hardly imagine how people live there. It seems that they have such a different
style of life. They think about things we never do, they act in a different manner. In this report I
would like to go through some interesting facts about life in New Zealand you may never hear
about, unless you visit the country. Also, I hope this report will motivate people to travel to this
part of Earth and see everything by their own eyes.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.

6.
Лебедева Анастасия / Lebedeva Anastasiya, Маякова Вера / Mayakova Vera
Социологический факультет, студентки магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Проявление национальных ценностных ориентиров в процессе межкультурной
коммуникации австралийцев / Presence of national valuable orientations in the process of crosscultural communication of Australians
This report describes problems of Australian national character and their communication features.
The language that Australians use for their communication is almost unlearnable. This is because
they transform words and phrases for their own convenience. A cheerful temper of Australian
people makes them use humorous phrases instead of usual expressions. National character traits
of Australians are simpleness and credulity, but it should be mentioned that there was a colonial
period in history of their society which also left a mark on the specifics of interaction. So, the
sphere of communications in Australia is relevant for a sociological study.
Ведущий преподаватель: Пчелкина Н.М.
7.
Пономарева Ольга / Ponomareva Olga
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Sociological faculty, 1st year
master
Образ жизни в Австралии / The lifestyle in Australia
In this paper we consider problems of migration to Australia. Quite often people get tired of the
bored lifestyle and seek to radically change their way of life, preferring to move in an unusual
country. However, in such moments, people are not always able to soberly assess the advantages
and disadvantages of the chosen country. Thus the purpose of this presentation is to review the
lifestyle of Australians, with its unusual for a Russian originality, starting from natural conditions
and ending with the standard of living.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
8.
Ховалыг Чыжыргана / Khovalyg Chyzhyrgana
Социологический факультет, студентка магистратуры, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year
master
Управление людьми и инновациями: организация и менеджмент в Австралии / Managing
people and change: Organizations and management in Australia
This study investigates perceptions and attitudes of Australian, Chinese, Indian and South African
managers to managing people and organisations. Comparisons between managers and
organisations from Australia and China, India and South Africa reveal cross-cultural similarities
and differences exist. While similarities exist with other Anglo countries there are exceptions,
including significant differences between the direction of Australian management commitment
and China, India and South Africa.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А.
9.
Шепилова Мария / Shepilova Maria, Шевченко Дарья / Shevchenko Daria
Социологический факультет, студентки, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year students
Австралия в сфере гуманитарных наук: школьное образование в системе социальных
институтов австралийского общества / Australia in the sphere of humanities: Australian school
education in the system of social institutes

School is one of the most important social institutes. School includes cultural and educational
features of different areas. In our scientific work we want to provide information about school
educational system, culture of behavior, about attitude of teachers and students towards school and
each other and also about school infrastructure. We are interested in Australia because this country
is really peculiar.
Ведущий преподаватель: Ильина Г.А., Крючков И.Г.
10.
Чаукина Софья / Chaukina Sofia
Социологический факультет, студентка, 1 курс / Faculty of Sociology, 1st year student
Русская община Австралии / Russian Community in Australia
The report is devoted to the problem of the retention of Russian national identity by the Russians
living in Australia.
Ведущий преподаватель: Казимова Г.А.

